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IS HUNG. ÓCSÁROL 
‘TO SLANDER, TO DEFAME’ 
NOT A TURKIC LOANWORD? 
A SLAVONIC COUNTERPROPOSITION
The article revisits the existing etymologies of Hung. ócsárol ‘to slander, to de-
fame’ and offers a new solution, namely that the verb derives from Slav. očariti 
‘to enchant; to cast a spell on somebody’.
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Turkic loanwords in Hungarian
1. The research project launched in spring 2011 by Károly Gerstner with the aim 
of creating a new etymological dictionary of Hungarian (ÚESz, see e.g. Gerst-
ner 2014) won an ally in its efforts to investigate the oldest layer of Turkic lexicon 
in that language: The work of the late Árpád Berta and of András Róna-Tas (2011), 
abbreviated usually as TLH (as used in this paper) or WOT, recapitulates and 
reviews almost everything that has hitherto been said about Old Turkic loan-
words in Hungarian and places a more than helpful tool in the hands of Gerstner 
and his colleagues. And even if we find any data, views or even methodological 
guidelines that might be debatable in TLH,1 such an opus remains a desideratum 
with regard to Slavonic loanwords in Hungarian. The most recent comprehensive 
1 Above all, see the opinions expressed by Csúcs (2012), Jankowski (2013), Stachow-
ski (2014), and Honti (forthcoming). In their reviews, Uçar (2011), Agya gási (2012), 
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study in this field remains Kniezsa’s work from 1955, and it is worth being aware 
of the fact that more than 60 years have passed since then. More importantly, his 
views were often adopted uncritically by the editors and authors of TESz, which 
was published in three volumes in the years 1967–1976 (see e.g. Zoltán 2011), 
and was echoed in EWUng (1993–1995).
These two fields of investigation have been juxtaposed here for a reason. Firstly, 
in both fields the approach to the question of what the exact donor languages 
are has been elaborated on extensively in the last two decades. In the case of 
Turcology, the reconstruction of the sound system and derivational morphology 
of those Turkic languages that Hungarian had contact with – and are referred to 
under the umbrella term West(ern) Old Turkic (WOT) – has improved considerably 
since Ligeti’s last works (e.g. Ligeti 1976, 1986). The results of these endeavours 
are evident, above all, in Róna-Tas (1998) and TLH (1071–1176, written by András 
Róna-Tas after Árpád Berta’s passing). Additionally, based on these studies, new 
conclusions have been drawn with regard to Ancient and Old Hungarian pho-
nology. Slavicists, in turn, have addressed the issue of Pannonian Slavonic and 
the date of the break-up of Slavonic linguistic unity. It seems possible that the 
Magyar tribes arrived in the territories of Central-Eastern Europe at a time when 
the Slavs of Pannonia spoke a more or less uniform Slavonic divided into slightly 
different dialects. This stands in contrast to the traditional view, shared of course 
also by Kniezsa, that the separate Slavonic languages had already developed at 
that time (see Zoltán 2005a, 2013, 2014).2 Finally, attempts have also been made 
to reconstruct the Pannonian Slavonic dialects used at the time the Magyars 
inhabited this area – based on Slavonic loanwords in Hungarian. These attempts 
(see e.g. Chelimskij 1988 or Richards 2003), were, however, far less elaborate than 
the conclusions made in TLH.
Ölmez (2012), Robbeets (2012), Bichlmeier (2013), and Hitch (2015) have merely pre- 
sented the content of TLH and supplemented it with further data instead of critically 
evaluating it.
2 According to Zoltán, Pannonian Slavonic may have split into two main dialects 
at the time when the Hungarians invaded Pannonia: one reflecting Western and 
South-Western Slavonic features, while in the other South-Eastern Slavonic features 
predominated (see Zoltán 2013). Chelimskij’s (1988) view was somewhat more radical: 
he considered Pannonian Slavonic to be rather uniform. Bearing these three different 
viewpoints in mind, in the present paper the abbreviation Slav. will be used in front of 
etymons to show that even though the Slavonic origin of a certain Hungarian word 
is beyond any doubt, the exact donor language or dialect remains unknown.
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Secondly, we are often confronted in the etymological literature with the 
question of whether a certain Hungarian word is of Slavonic or Turkic origin3 – 
this issue is often also addressed against a background of previous attempts 
to explain the respective word as an example of Hungarian internal develop-
ment. We can instance the discussion on the origin of Hung. bér ‘wage, rent’ 
(Kniezsa 1955: 796; TLH: 115–118), darázs ‘wasp’ (Berta 2001; Zoltán 2010, 2015; 
Németh 2011), sebes ‘fast, quick’ (TLH: 706–707; Zoltán 2012a, 2012b), ocsúdik 
‘to come to, to awake’ (TLH: 1214–1217; Németh 2015), tábor ‘(military) camp’ 
(TLH: 837–841; Németh 2014) or tör ‘to break’ (Zoltán 2005b, 2006; TLH: 935–937). 
The present article is a continuation of this discussion: a Slavonic origin is pro-
posed for the Hung. ócsárol ‘to slander, to defame’ – a word considered to be 
ultimately of Turkic origin.
2. Hung. ócsárol is explained as a derivative or possible derivative of olcsó ‘cheap’ 
(Simonyi 1880: 265; Balassa 1894: 279; Horger 1924: 131–132, s.v. olcsó; Fokos 1932: 
112–114; SzófSz: 221; TESz 2: 1065; Nyirkos 1959: 489, 1987: 129; EWUng: 1053; ESz: 583; 
TLH: 635–636, s.v. olcsó; ÚESz). Hung. olcsó, in turn, was hitherto considered by 
most researchers to be a Turkic loanword (Vámbéry 1870: 166; Munkácsi 1928: 87; 
Fokos 1932: 112–114; TESz 2: 1074; EWUng: 1058; ESz: 586; Dybo 2010: 89–90; 
TLH: 635–636; ÚESz). Previously, it was also believed that olcsó evolved from alsó 
‘the one under’ (Budenz 1871: 107; Horger 1924: 131–132; Gombocz 1907: 308–309, 
1908: 71), but this idea was later refuted by Uralists for phonetic reasons (olcsó is 
missing in MSzFE).4 A third opinion was expressed by Nyirkos (1959: 488–489), 
namely that olcsó is a -csó diminutive derived from Hung. ó meaning ‘(very) old, 
ancient’. This idea has never been accepted by etymologists, yet neither has it been 
refuted: Nyirkos’s article is quoted only in TESz, but its content has been ignored 
in the entry. Perhaps this is so because this etymology has two very serious draw-
backs: -csó is only used to form nouns and emerged not earlier than the Middle 
Hungarian period (but, in fact, it was productive mainly in the 19th–20th centuries; 
see MNyt: 613).
As we have already said, a number of authors agreed that ócsárol goes back 
to the Turkic-derived olcsó, but the degree of certainty with reference to this 
3 This question concerns, first of all, the oldest layer of Turkic loanwords in Hungar-
ian; we leave aside the question of the Ottoman Turkic loanwords transmitted by 
South-Slavonic languages.
4 In his work from 1941, Bárczi rejected neither of these two hypotheses (SzófSz: 223).
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etymology varies in the above mentioned etymological dictionaries: the authors 
of TESz and EWUng as well as ESz say that olcsó is p r o b a b l y  (or p o s s i b l y) 
a Turkic loanword and the verb ócsárol is m o s t  l i k e l y  a derivative of the latter. 
In TESz it is additionally asserted that ócsárol m i g h t  originate from an unknown 
stem and it c o u l d  h a v e  b e e n  mistakenly associated with olcsó. As far as the 
etymons are concerned, in TESz it is Tkc. *ušaɣ or Tkc. *alčaɣ, in Fokos (1932: 113) 
and EWUng it is Tkc. *ušaq, in Munkácsi (1928: 87) it is *alčag, in Dybo (2010: 89) 
it is PT *aλ(č)ak (an ultimate etymon), and in TLH it is WOT *učaɣ (for further 
information see the TLH-entry quoted below).5
3. To begin with, let me repeat the head of the relevant entry in TLH (626, 
635–636)6 given that the etymology of ócsárol presented there is the most recent7 
and most elaborated. I will attempt to propose an alternative to it.
ócsárol ‘to disparage’ see olcsó
olcsó [olčō] ‘cheap’ | 1528 olčonak [olčō-nåk], 1557 ocoban [ōčō-ban] | olčō < ōčō 
[with unorg l] < *uča < *učaɣ ← WOT *učaɣ < *učag ‖ ócsárol ‘to disparage’ | 
p1416/1466 meg ollarlatot [meg olčārl-åtott], c1456 ocharuan [očār-vān], 1566 
ólczárllya [olčārl-yå], olcsárol [olčārol], 1588 ocharollyak [ōčārol-yāk] | ōčārol- ~ 
olčārol- < olčō ~ ōčō {with suff ĀrOl-} | EOT *učak ‘what is light, cheap’ < uč- 
‘to fly’ > učuz ‘cheap’.8
5 There was also an earlier attempt to derive Hung. olcsó and ócsárol eventually from 
Tkc. učuz ‘cheap’ or Tkc. alčaq ‘low; vile’ (see Vámbéry 1870: 166; Munkácsi 1928: 87), 
but these explanations do not hold water (see TLH: 637–638; see also Budenz 1871: 
106–107; Gombocz 1907: 308–309, 1908: 71).
6 Árpád Berta was responsible for entries C–G and L–Z, while András Róna-Tas handled 
the remaining entries and chapters of the work. 
7 We have not taken into consideration the preliminary draft of ÚESz made accessible 
to the public at nszt.nytud.hu/etimologia.html.
8 At this point it must be stressed that the etymology of olcsó will not be discussed in 
the present article. This is mainly so because of the limitations of space which were 
also in force for the editors of this volume. Secondly, the question of whether it is 
valid to say that ócsárol is a derivative of olcsó can be analysed also without being 
sure whether olcsó is of Turkic or native or any other origin. The etymology of olcsó 
proposed in TLH seems the most convincing so far, even though, in my opinion, it has 
one important shortcoming, namely, the comparative data gathered to support the 
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From the phonetic transcription of the Hungarian forms above it transpires 
that spelling reflects the OHung. ō- ~ ol- alternation in word-initial position, i.e. 
olcsárol ~ ócsárol. This, however, needs a word of explanation.
The word in question existed in several phonetic variants. Based on NySz 
(2: 1094, s.vv. ócsál, mëg-ócsál, ócsálás, ócsáltat, ócsárol, mëg-ócsárol, ócsárlás), 
TESz, RMG (536), and EWUng, we can prepare the following list of its earliest 
attestations in the Old and Middle Hungarian period. The linguistic data are list-
ed in the original orthography (in chevrons) followed by their possible phonetic 
value as well as by the date and source of attestation.
A. Forms
1. megollaꝛlatot9, i.e. [megolčārlåtott] or [megōlčārlåtott] – a. 1416/1466 (MünchK)
2. ocharuan, i.e. [očārvān] or [ōčārvān] – ca. 1456 (SermDom)
3. olcharlÿa, i.e. [olčārlja] or [ōlčārlja] – ca. 1456 (SermDom)
4. ólczárllya, i.e. [ōlčārljå] – 1566 (Heltai)
5. ochyarollyak, i.e. [očāroljāk] or [ōčāroljāk] – 1588 (Frankovith)
6. oczállom, i.e. [očāllom] – 1611 (Szenczi)
7. oltſallya, i.e. [olčāljå] – 1650 (Medgyesi)
8. ochálsz, i.e. [očāls] or [ōčāls] – 1650/1651 (Zrínyi)
9. ótsállom, ótsárlom, ótsárolom, i.e. [ōčāllom], [ōčārlom], [ōčārolom] – 
1708 (Pápai Páriz)
 existence of the asterisked WOT *učaɣ < *učag < *uč- ‘to fly’ + -ag (deverbal nom-
inal derivative suffix) has, in fact, nothing in common with WOT *učaɣ: the ref-
erential material consists of more than 80 učuz ~ uǯuz-type forms. The authors 
of the entry admit that “učuz presents an exact semantic parallel of H[ung.] olcsó, 
but with another morphology” (TLH 2: 637), but it has been left unsaid that these 
forms, in fact, contradict such an etymology: all over the Turkic linguistic world 
the učuz ~ uǯuz-type derivatives of the verb uč- were and still are used to express 
‘cheap’ (see also ÈSTJa 1: 567–568; the word is richly documented), whereas there 
is no trace of an -ag-derivative in this meaning. For this reason, the reconstructed 
WOT *učaɣ must remain merely a hypothetical reconstruction without any kind of 
relevant philological supportive evidence.
9 The letter l undoubtedly stands for č (even if its origin has not yet been satisfactorily 
explained), ꝛ stands for r (cf. its variant in the so called lettre bâtarde).
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B. Commentary to A
1. OHung. megolcsárlatott10 or mególcsárlatott is a passive 3rd pers. sg. form 
preceded by the meg- verbal prefix built from olcsárol or ólcsárol. TLH men-
tions [megolčārlåtott] as the only possible reading (with a short o-), even 
though in the Codex of Munich no distinction was made between vowel 
length quantity (see Nyíri 1971: 33) and the word might as well be deciphered 
as [megōlčārlåtott]; for a reliable example of ōlč- cf. 4.
2. OHung. ócsárván or ocsárván is a -ván verbal adverb recorded in the Codex 
of Budapest (Budapesti Glosszák or Budapesti kódex) of the so called Sermones 
Dominicales. There is no consistent distinction between o and ō in SermDom 
(see Kniezsa 1952: 97), either, therefore the word-initial letter might stand for 
either sound. What is puzzling and conspicuous here is that its verbal base is 
ócsár or ocsár, which is the only known example of such a form. See Szilády’s 
edition (1910 1: 20; quoted after RMG), which, however, received harsh criticism 
from linguists, above all Zolnai (1910: 460–474, 1911: 181–182) and Mészöly 
(1910). See also 3. For a reliable example of oč- cf. 6.
3. OHung. olcsárlja or ólcsárlja is a 3rd pers. sg. present tense form (definite 
conjugation), the verbal base of which is olcsárl or ólcsárl. It is recorded in 
SermDom, too (see 2), i.e. the initial o might stand for both o and ō. We find 
it in RMG, but not in TESz, EWUng or TLH.
Less importantly, the actual phonetic value of lÿ might have been [ĺ].
4. MHung. ólcsárlja is transcribed as [olčārljå] in TLH, again, with a short o- 
even though it is written with ó- [ō-] in the original source (Heltai 1566). 
In EWUng, as an explanation of the original ólczárllya, the editors decided 
to repeat what we see in NySz (2: 1094, s.v. ócsárol ) and TESz (after NySz), 
namely: “ólcsárol”. The latter form is, however, a transcription in modern 
Hungarian orthography made by the authors of NySz in 1891, a fact which is 
indicated in both TESz and EWUng (see “ólcsárol [Umschrift]” in EWUng). 
This form has been taken over by the compilers of TLH in a way that suggests 
that it was written thus in 1588. Additionally, it has been altered in TLH into 
olcsárol, probably in order to tally with the ō- ~ ol- pattern.
The actual phonetic value of lly might also have been [ĺ] or [ĺĺ]. However, 
this, again, is of lesser importance.
10 Henceforth, for greater clarity and conformity with Modern Hungarian data, all Hun-
garian forms will be quoted in modern Hungarian orthography – unless the exact 
reading of a form would be ambiguous to the reader.
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5. MHung. ocsárolják or ócsárolják is a 3rd pers. pl. present tense form of the 
definite conjugation. In TLH it is transcribed as [ōčāroljāk]. The initial sound, 
however, might as well be an o or ō; Frankovith (1588) did not distinguish 
between a long and short o in any position (see examples in Borsa 1956), either. 
For a reliable example of oč- cf. 6.
Again, the actual phonetic value of lly might also have been [ĺĺ] (length-
ened in intervocalic position).
6. MHung. ocsállom, a present tense 1st pers. sg. form of the definite conjugation. 
The verbal base is ocsáll-. We find it in Albert Szenczi Molnár’s dictionary (1611), 
in which a long ō and a short o were clearly distinguished, cf. the facsimile of 
the dictionary’s first edition from 1604 (available on-line), where O ́ and O 
are used for ō- and o-, respectively.
7. MHung. olcsálja is a 3rd pers. sg. present tense form (definite conjugation), 
see Medgyesi (1650: 47). In this work there is a clear distinction between 
short o and long ō.
8. MHung. ocsálsz or ócsálsz is a 2nd pers. sg. form of the indefinite conjugation. 
It appears in Zrínyi’s Adriai Tengernek Syrenaia. I have only been able to 
check this form in a manuscript stored in Zagreb (and not in the Viennese 
print from 1651), in which o and ō are not distinguished (see folio 161 vo; 
the facsimile is available on-line).
9. MHung. ócsállom, ócsárlom and ócsárolom are present tense 1st pers. sg. forms 
of the definite conjugation. They are attested in Ferenc Pápai Páriz’s (1708) 
dictionary in which the distinction between o and ō is clear. The ócsárolom ~ 
ócsárlom alternation is regular and raises no doubts (cf. the so called Horger’s 
law, see Horger 1911).
It is paramount that we are aware of the fact that the syncopation of the syllable 
closing -l along with the simultaneous lengthening of the vowel preceding it is 
a well-known and widespread process in Hungarian.11 Moreover, the appearance 
of an inorganic l after a long vowel with simultaneous shortening of that originally 
11 The origin of this process lies in the tendency towards vocalization of l in front of dental 
plosives and affricates that begin as a dental stop and release as a fricative (i.e. among 
others in front of č). This took place roughly in the 12th–14th centuries. The diphthongs 
that emerged in this process evolved into long vowels (volt > (~) vot > (~) vót). Later on, 
by way of analogy, this phenomenon developed into a widely used {long vowel } : 
{short vowel + l } alternation operating regardless of the phonetic environment (see Benkő 
1957: 78–79) and also involved words with inorganic -l- (see below).
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long vowel is also common (in Hungarian this process is called téves visszaütés 
eredményeként keletkezett l and consists, generally speaking, in hypercorrection, 
see e.g. Nyirkos 1987: 126–131). Still, the reader of the entry in TLH might have the 
impression that the Old and Middle Hungarian linguistic data were intentionally 
presented in a way that tallies with the ō- ~ ol- pattern and, eventually, to bring 
ócsárol closer to Hung. olcsó ~ Hung. dial. ócsó ~ ócsú. (ÚMTSz). Such a description 
strongly suggests that there is l i t t l e  p o s s i b i l i t y  that these two words 
are n o t  r e l a t e d  etymologically to each other.
At the same time, the olč- ~ ōlč- ~ oč- ~ ōč- alternation present in the Old and 
Middle Hungarian data cannot, by any means, serve as an argument against the 
theory that ócsárol derives from Hung olcsó. In fact, we can find some reliable 
examples from which it transpires that the same alternation may have appeared 
in both olcsó and ócsárol, see e.g. olcsó with word-initial ōl- in NySz or Nyirkos 
(1959: 489).12 The alternation mentioned here is merely an argument against the 
explanation presented in TLH, i.e. the ō- in ócsárol may be treated e x c l u s i v e l y 
as a result of compensatory lengthening following the loss of the internal inorganic 
l of its alleged nominal base olcsó. Apparently, in the Old and Middle Hungarian 
forms inorganic -l- may have appeared independently, in words beginning both 
with o- or ō-, or, also, as a result of ócsárol being contaminated with olcsó (below, 
we will attempt to prove that the latter could have easily taken place). All in all, 
the alternation in question should be used as an argument in favour of treating 
-l-as an inorganic sound, only.
C. Meanings and the context of use
Firstly, it is certainly worth mentioning that the word’s earliest known attestation, 
i.e. megollaꝛlatot, is to be found in a translation of Luke (16:1),13 given that 
its use in the Bible makes establishing its exact meaning quite straightforward. 
12 The transcription of the earliest forms listed in TLH (after TESz and EWUng) is not 
precise enough in this respect, either: ollonak comes from the so-called Codex of 
Székelyudvarhely (1526–1528; SzékK) (see N. Abaffy 1993: 316 [facsimile], 317 [transcrip-
tion]; in TLH quoted as: olčonak, i.e. the transcription used by Szabó 1908: 35 and 
repeated later in TESz and EWUng has been taken over), whereas ocoban appears 
in a private letter written in October 1557 (see Szalay 1861: 262) – in both sources 
o and ō were not distinguished, hence both readings are valid.
13 In a copy from 1466 of the Codex of Munich written originally after 1416.
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The verse goes as follows (see Döbrentei, Jászay 1842: 166–167; Nyíri 1971: 300; 
Szabó 1985: 232):
Monduala ke·14  taneituaninac. Vala eg neminèm kaʒdag èmber kinc vala fol-
naga s èʒ megollaꝛlatot  nala monnal èltekoʒlottauolna  iauit.
Its Latin equivalent is (after Nyíri 1971: 300):
Dicebat autem et ad discipulos suos: Homo quidam erat dives, qui habebat vilicum, 
et hic diffamatus est apud illum quasi dissipasset bona ipsius.15
Ergo, in this sentence the analysed verb was used in the meaning of ‘to defame, 
to defame by accusation’.
In Modern Hungarian, the verb means ‘to slander, to defame’ and, in fact, 
it is with these two meanings that the word was used throughout the Old, Mid-
dle and Modern Hungarian period, i.e. with the meaning of ‘to accuse, defame 
by accusation’ and ‘to slander, to defame’ (see also TESz and EWUng as well as 
SzT 9: 903 for an overview of the word’s semantics). I was unable to access the full 
text of SermDom and Frankovith (1588) to check the context the word was used 
in there. However, in the works of Heltai, Medgyesi and in the poem of Zrinyi, 
the context clearly shows that the word meant ‘to defame, to slander, to shame’, 
see (cited in a modernized orthography):
a. Heltai (1566; see the 50th fable16):
[…] akit a fejedelem kedvel, azt igen dicsíri, magasztalja; akit kedig nem kedvel 
a fejedelem, azt ócsárlja, szidja […].
[…] the one who is cherished by the monarch, he is praised by him and eu-
logized; but the one who is not cherished by the monarch, he is slandered, 
scolded by him […].
14 An abbreviation of OHung. kedig ‘but; also; on the other hand’ (see EWUng: 718).
15 Let me quote Luke (16:1) as translated in the King James Bible: And he said also unto 
his disciples, There was a certain rich man, which had a steward; and the same was 
accused unto him that he had wasted his goods. 
16 The fable is entitled (in a modernized orthography): A majmokról és két emberről, egyik 
igazmondóról, másik hizelködéről ‘About monkeys and two people, one a truthteller, 
the other a flatterer’.
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b. Medgyesi (1650: 47):
Az embertelen motskolódásával-is igen meszsze nem mehet. Inkább az ő Feje tök, 
hogy az Presbytereknek műhellyekből-való felmenéseket oltsálja, holot Pál Apos-
tol sőt Chistus Urunk-is műhellyből mentenek az Eggyházi προϛασίαra […].
One cannot go far with inhumane abuse. It is rather he whose head is a pump-
kin [i.e. who is a nitwit], when he defames the processions of the Presbyters 
starting from their places of work, although also Paul the Apostle, nay, our 
Lord Christ went from their places of work for ecclesiastic processions […].
c. Zrínyi (1650–1651: 161 vo)
Viola / Ugy van igen szeretem mit akarsz tehát / Szeretem Licaont s az ű mu-
sikáiát. Titirus: Kegyetlen mit mondasz / Engem versz beszéddel / Szépet ruttá 
csinálsz / Rutat irsz föstékkel / Engem azért ocsálsz / Hogy esmérjem evel / Men-
nivel oroszláni haragosb báránynál, / Annira kegyetleneb te oroszlánynál.
Viola: / That is thus, yes, I love him, so what do you want? / I love Licaon 
and his music. / Titirus: / You, cruel, what do you say? / You strike me with 
words, / turn beautiful into ugly, / paint ugliness with paint. / You slander 
me to / make me recognize: / As much as more furious is a lion than a lamb / 
so much crueller are you than a lion.
The other sources mentioned above are dictionaries, in which the word is presented 
without a context – see, however, the following commentary:
Curious as it may seem, ócsárol also acquired the meaning ‘to consider cheap’, 
but this took place much later, namely in the 18th century (from around 1750 on17). 
The reliability of this semantic data is, however, questionable. Its late appearance 
was already conspicuous in the eyes of the authors of TESz and they admitted 
that the late and rare use of this meaning should perhaps be explained by its 
mistaken association with olcsó. In this context, the authors of TESz do not re-
ject the idea that ócsárol might originate from another stem of unknown origin 
(i.e. not from olcsó).
As a matter of fact, if we take a look at Late Old Hungarian dictionaries, we 
can find some circumstantial evidence indicating that ocsárol was influenced by 
olcsó. For example, if we compare the respective entries of Ferenc Pápai Páriz’s 
17 As asserted by TESz and EWUng, the data in question appears in the so-called Hept-
alogus (see TESz.), i.e. in Heptalogus, az az: Görög Orſági hét Böltsek jó erköltsre oktató 
mondási. és Cato közönséges erköltsre tanító bölts parantsolati […] published in Buda 
in 1750. I had, however, no access to this source.
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(1649–1716) dictionary (1708) with the dictionary of Péter Bod (1712–1769) published 
in 1767 and constituting an extended edition of the former (cf. for instance, the ti-
tle of the latter work; both dictionaries play an extremely important role in the 
history of Hungarian), we see the following (the pairs of entries quoted, in both 
dictionaries, are next to each other):
d. Pápai Páriz Ferenc (1708: 179):
Ótsállom : Vilito, Vilipendo, Derogo, Contemno, is. Vitupero, as.
Ótsárlom, ótsárolom : Idem
It is important to note that there is no olcsó in this dictionary.
e. Bod Péter (1767: 271, 274):
Oltsárlom : Depretio. ich mindere den Werth.
Oltsó : Vitis pretii. wohlfeil.
Ótsállom : Vilito, Vilipendo, Derogo, Contemno, is. Vitupero, as. ich mach ge-
ringschätzig, schände.
Ótsárlom, Ótsárolom : Idem
When seen in this light, it seems quite telling that oltsárlom was added to Bod’s 
dictionary with the following definition: ‘to lower the value’ together with the 
entry oltsó ‘cheap’ (and with the additional meanings provided in German).18 
Moreover, this dictionary makes a clear semantic distinction between olcsárol 
and ócsárol.
In fact, it would be rather striking if the verb meaning ‘to accuse’ had first 
developed from a word meaning ‘cheap’ and then, more than three centuries later, 
the sense ‘to accuse’ had broadened to include the additional meaning ‘to lower the 
value’ – without using the adjective olcsó ‘cheap’ for this purpose, as is the case in 
Hung. (rare) olcsóll ~ olcsól ‘to consider cheap’ (CzF 4: 1028).19 The late appearance 
of the latter meaning and the high probability that olcsó phonetically influenced 
ócsárol forces us to put aside this semantic data (first appearing ca. 1750) when 
discussing whether ócsárol is a derivative of olcsó. For the same reason, probably, 
the authors of TLH did not even mention this 18th-c. semantic change.
18 For a critique of Péter Bod’s command of German, see Simonyi (1890: 279–280).
19 See our reasoning below concerning the question why olcsól, olcsóll cannot be treated 
as variants of arch. olcsál and olcsáll.
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D. Morphology
As a next step, let us present the existing Old and Middle Hungarian variants once 
again – in an order reflecting their structure and degree of complexity:
Without -l-:
• ócsár or ocsár (1456, only)
• ocsál or ócsál (1650)
• ocsáll (1611)
• ocsárol or ócsárol (1588)
With -l-:
• olcsál (1650)
• olcsárl or ólcsárl (1456)
• olcsárol or ólcsárol (a. 1416/1466)
Some of the forms contain an l in the first syllable, which, as we argued above, is 
most probably unetymological (and also not morphological) in character. No bet-
ter explanation has been proposed for it so far and, in fact, we cannot find any 
other explanation for it, either.20 Its unetymological nature seems all the more 
probable as there is a vast number of examples of such a phenomenon in Hun-
garian (see e.g. Nyirkos 1987: 125–132, 135 and Tóth 2004: 454–461 for dozens 
of examples). A good parallel is Hung. Olnod (a place name, see e.g. Hoffmann 
2005: 207) first attested in 1296 < Slav. Vnud (see Fehértói 1983: 362).21 Besides, 
the unetymological -l- may also have appeared as a result of contamination 
with olcsó.
Now, we ought to explicate the relationship between the forms ending in -ál, 
-áll, -ár, and -ár(o)l.
20 There was only one etymology that treated this -l- as belonging to the root – the one that 
linked olcsó with the Hungarian reflex of Ural. *ala ‘the place under’, cf. e.g. the Hungarian 
postposition alatt ‘under’ or alsó ‘the one under’ (see e.g. EWUng 19–20, s.v. al). However, 
as we mentioned above, this idea was challenged by Uralists and Turkologists.
21 Contrary to what may seem apparent, Hung. Ócsár (a place name; Hoffmann 2005: 205) 
attested since 1247/1412 as Olchar (see Tóth 2004: 455; Hoffmann 2005: 205) is not 
a perfect parallel here: it derives from the Slav. Ovčary (a place name), which means that 
originally, due to Slav. ov- > Hung. oβ- ≫ ó- change (the vocalisation of β could have 
taken place in syllable-closing positions), there was a long word-initial vowel in this 
toponym in Hungarian and the medial -l- appeared as a result of hypercorrection.
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TESz treats ócsárol and ócsál as -r + l and -l derivatives of olcsó, respectively. 
The same opinion, although in somewhat abridged form and in an obscure manner, 
has been reproduced in EWUng, cf.: „End: VBSf -árol. End ál der Var ócsál entsand 
durch Assim.” (we will comment on this “EWUng-Deutsch” passage in a footnote 
below). The authors of ESz and TLH also assert that ócsárol is an -árol derivative, 
but they do not explain all the other variants. The question of the relationship 
between the ócsárol- and ócsál-type forms is explained in both TESz and EWUng 
by redirecting the reader to the following words (these examples will play an 
important role in our discussion):
→ becsmérel (1746) ~ becsméll (1650) ~ becsmél (1788) ‘to disparage, to defame’ 
(TESz 1: 265–266; EWUng 89–90), explained as -érel ~ -él iterative forms built 
from becs ‘value; worth’ supplemented with the -m inchoative verb suffix 
(cf. eszmél ‘1. to reckon; 2. to regain consciousness’ and kegymél ‘to pamper, 
to take care carefully’; see our remark at the end of the present paper), with 
the annotation that it is not possible to establish the relative chronology of 
appearance of these two forms; in this matter, the reader is redirected, again, 
to pazal [sic; should be: pazall] ~ pazarol ‘to waste’, ócsál ~ ócsárol and sikál ~ 
sikárol ‘to scrub, to rub, to clean’;
and
→ sikál (1664) ~ sikárol (1493) ‘to scrub; to clean’ (TESz 2: 533; EWUng 1325–1326), 
explained as -l and -r derivatives built from sík (the etymology in TESz, 
EWUng, and TLH 2: 725–726 has some uncertain points) or sikár (in EWUng). 
The relationship regarding sikál and sikárol is explained by redirecting the 
reader, yet again, to abárol ~ abál ‘to blanch, to boil’ and pazarol ~ pazall.
Thus, to understand what the authors and editors of TESz and EWUng meant we 
must take a look at two other entries:
→ pazarol (1598) ~ pazall (17th c.) ‘to waste’ (TESz 3: 138–139; EWUng 1134), 
explained as a probable loanword from SSlav. („Serbo-Croatian”) pazariti 
‘to trade, to merchandise; to buy’, without an opinion on the relationship 
between pazall and pazarol expressed;
and
→ abál (around 1580) ~ abárol (1561) ‘to blanch, to boil’ (TESz 1: 89; EWUng 2), 
originated from Slav. obariti < obvariti id.; with the relation of abál and abárol 
explained by the following chain of changes: abárol > abárl > abáll > abál.
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If we want to find an exact parallel to the ócsárol ~ ócsáll ~ ócsál &c. alternation, 
we have extremely modest material at our disposal and it is difficult to find an 
example that would be completely reliable. Examples with a similar morphological 
alternation mentioned above are either loanwords in which -r belongs to the base 
(abárol, pazarol) rather than being a suffix, or words of unclear morphological 
structure and origin (becsmérel22, sikárol23), or words attested in relatively recent 
sources (becsmérel). Also belonging to the latter group is Hung. fecsérel (1640) ~ 
fecsél (1763) ‘to waste, to squander’ (TESz 1: 856; Simonyi 1880: 265), which is 
considered to be a derivative of a passive stem of onomatopoeic origin.
Nevertheless, the example of abárol > abárl > abáll > abál is especially valuable, 
since we can be sure that the -r- in it is not a suffix, but rather part of the root, 
i.e. that it is -ll (> -l) that evolved from -rl and not the other way round.24
22 According to TLH (107–109, s.v. becsül), the word becs is a result of back-formation 
from becsül ‘to estimate; to esteem, to appreciate’ which is of debatable Turkic origin 
(< WOT *bičil- ‘to be cut; to be in agreement, to be ordered in agreement’).
23 As far as the latter word is concerned, TLH (725–726) suggests “separating Hung. 
sík ‘flat’ from *sik in síkos ‘slippery’ and siklik ‘to glide, to slide’”; i.e. TLH suggests 
separating sikál ~ sikárol from their etymon alleged in TESz.
24 The -rl > -ll assimilation is probably what the authors of EWUng had meant in the 
obscure quotation above. This direction of change seems to be supported by the ad-
duced referential material, too. Namely, if we take a look at the linguistic data, we 
see that forms with ll tend to appear relatively late – not earlier than the begin-
ning of the 17th c.: betsméllik (1650) vs. bötsmérlése (1764), fetsélleniek (1763) vs. 
fetsérlést (1640), oczállom (1611) vs. megollaꝛlatot (after 1416/1466), pazolljatok 
(17th c.) vs. pázárlot (1598), sikáló (1664) and síkállott (1679) vs. Sykarlo (1493) 
and ſykarlany (1519) (yearly dates taken from TESz).
  Moreover, it is difficult to defend the opposite opinion (i.e. ll > rl), namely that 
held by Simonyi (1880: 265), Kúnos (1882: 492), Horger (1924: 131–132) and Szily 
(1902: 179). Simonyi and Kúnos reconstructed an *ócsálol to prove that there was a 
dissimilation taking place in ócsárol, Horger assumed an evolution along the lines 
of olcsó → ol csáll > ócsáll > (due to dissimilation) ócsárl > ócsárol, whereas Szily 
(1902: 179) claimed that there is no other way than to accept the ócsállani > ócsár-
lani, ócsóllani > ócsórlani change if one is to explain the existing phonetic variants. 
However, neither the chronology presented above nor the linguistic data support 
these assertions. Firstly, there is no form like *ócsálol, even though the list of the 
existing phonetic variants of ócsárol is indeed impressive (see some additional forms 
presented below). Secondly, we would expect olcsóll rather than olcsáll, if the verbal 
base were olcsó and the derivative suffix used in this case were – as Horger and 
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Now, let us also take a look at the -árol ~ -érel suffix mentioned in the entries 
of TESz, EWUng, ESz, and TLH. It is interpreted as a compound suffix consisting of 
r + l that builds iterative forms. However, this suffix is not listed in the Hungarian 
historical and descriptive grammars or even articles devoted to the iterative verbs: 
whether in Old, Middle or Modern Hungarian (see e.g. Benkő 1984: 197; TNyt 1: 
60–77, 2/1: 55–69 [written by Katalin Bartha]; Fabó 1989; Keszler 2000: 314–315; 
MNyt 357–362; ESz; &c.). Obviously, neither the small number of words ending 
in -árol ~ -érel (i.e. those mentioned above) nor the unproductivity of the suffix 
(-r became unproductive early in the Proto-Hungarian period, see TNyt. 1: 61–62) 
is not an argument in favour of omitting it from comprehensive grammatical 
descriptions of this kind.25
In fact, if we a take a closer look at the material, there are only two words that 
end in -árol ~ -érel and until now it has never been doubted that r does not belong 
to their stems: it is becsmérel ‘to disparage, to defame’ (attested since 1764!) and the 
already discussed ócsárol – interestingly, both meaning pretty much the same (!). 
Abárol and pazarol are Slavonic loanwords. Hung. sikárol ‘to scrub; to clean’ is 
rather considered a derivative of Hung. arch. sikár ‘bot. horsetail’ (horsetail was 
used for polishing metal vessels or weapons) (see EWUng 1326, s.v. sikár) whereas 
fecsérel ‘to waste’ is not clear morphologically (see TESz 1: 856 and EWUng 363, 
where it is not even analysed in detail; cf. also Balázs’s 1977: 274 critical remark 
regarding the etymology of fecsérel presented in TESz). This kind of morphological 
isolation would seem to be a conspicuous shortcoming if we were to explain the 
etymology of the word within Hungarian itself.26
Szily claimed – the well-known -ll (cf. kevés ‘a few, a little’ → kevesell ‘to consider 
something too little; to find insufficient’, sok ‘many’ → sokall ‘to consider something 
too many’), cf. Hung. olcsóll ~ olcsól ‘to consider cheap’ mentioned above (CzF 4: 1028). 
In addition, if we assume that the double -ll in ócsáll is not the -ll suffix known from 
words like kevesell or sokall, but is rather the iterative -l suffix reinforced by repeti-
tion (i.e. it is a compound suffix that contains the same element used twice: -l + -l), 
then the question remains why the expected -lal ~ -lel (< -l + -l, see e.g. TNyt 1: 67) 
is not used in these forms.
25 In TNyt, i.e. in the most comprehensive study on Hungarian historical grammar, 
we can easily find hapax legomena discussed, like e.g. the OHung. -tuz compound 
suffix (TNyt 1: 65–66).
26 But there is another difficulty we must also face. We need to explain the ó ~ á variation 
if we are to link ócsárol with olcsó. The explanation should be sought in morphology 
since a purely phonetic ó > á change is highly improbable. We should rather expect 
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3. The example of Hung. abárol < Slav. obariti < obvariti (see ÈSSJa 30: 265–266) 
shows that the morphological difficulties we have with ócsárol might result from 
the fact that, instead of being a suffix, the -r- in this form belongs to a borrowed 
verbal stem. A good candidate for such an etymon is PSlav. *očariti, *očarovati ~ 
*občariti, *občarovati ← PSlav. *ob- preposition + *čariti ~ *čarovati ‘to cast a spell 
on somebody; to enchant’ (see SłPsł. 2: 113; ÈSSJa 4: 23–25, 26: 133)27 or some of 
its Slavonic reflexes (the word is present and well-documented in almost every 
Slavonic language, see the two dictionaries of Proto-Slavonic quoted above), 
cf. e.g. OPol. oczarować (15th/16th cc.) ‘to cast a spell on somebody’ (SStp 5: 407), 
ORuss. občarovati (17th c.) ~ očarovati (11th c.) ‘to cast a spell on somebody; to be-
witch, to enchant’ (SRJaⅪ–ⅩⅦ 12: 189, 14: 94), cf. also OCS очаровати ‘to witch’ 
(ÈSSJa 26: 133).
Phonetically, it is only the word-initial ó that requires explanation. The con-
tinuation of Slav. o- in Hungarian is usually a [å], cf. e.g. Hung. acél ‘steel’ < Slav. 
ocělь id. (ÈSSJa 32: 10; TESz 1: 93; EWUng 4). However, we can also find examples of 
o- in this position, e.g. Hung. olaj ‘oil’ < Slav. olějь id. (TESz 2: 1073; EWUng 1058), 
cf. OCS олѣи id. (SslS 411) or ocsúdik ‘to awake, to come to’ < ESlav. *očuditi sja 
ócsárol or ócsál to be derivatives of a nominal *ócsa or even *ócsár, but there is no evi-
dence that would allow us to reconstruct such forms. It was Horger (1924: 132) who first 
realized that this needs some kind of commentary, and adduced word pairs like bíró 
‘judge’ vs. birák ‘judges’, apró ‘tiny, little’ vs. apránként ‘little by little’, méltó ‘worthy 
of’ vs. méltán ‘worthily, rightly’ (see also Horger 1924: 85–86, s.v. idétlen) to show 
that this variation is regular. His argumentation was repeated by Nyirkos (1959: 489), 
but otherwise, as far as I know, this issue has not been even touched upon by other 
authors and has been left undiscussed (see e.g. the entries in SzófSz, TESz, EWUng 
and ESz). Parallel examples would be convincing in this case if there were any other 
-árol ~ -érel derivative verbs that would exhibit an á or é in place of ó or ő. We can cite 
here bíró ‘judge’ → bírál (1621) ‘to criticize, to judge’ or forró (1181) ‘hot, scalding’ → 
forráz (1590) ‘to scald’ (TESz 1: 305, s.v. bíró; 955), but there is only a small number of 
such verbal forms. Finally, we ought to mention in passing that the á in bírák ‘judges’ 
(first attested in 1404) is irregular and unexpected (see e.g. TLH: 132). Hence it is quite 
risky to quote it as a parallel. As far as the other examples are concerned, in the word 
apránként -á- has been present since 1784 (ergo, it is quite recent data; this word has 
been used in the form aprónként since 1557, see TESz 1: 167), méltán is a fossilized 
adverbial form (TESz 2: 884), whereas méltányol ‘to respect, to appreciate’ is a recent 
derivative (first attested in 1820).
27 Hung. ócsárol cannot have originated from PSlav. *ob- preposition + *čariti, for Slav. 
ob- would most probably yield ab- [åb-] in Hungarian, cf. the example of abál ~ abárol.
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‘1. to come to, to regain consciousness; 2. to wake up’ (Németh 2015: 37–38). 
The latter parallel is even more relevant as the o- in the Slavonic etymon is also 
a preposition (ESlav. *očuditi originates from PSlav. prep. *ot + *jutiti ‘to feel, 
to sense, to perceive’).
As we have already mentioned, the lengthening of the o- can be easily ex-
plained by the appearance and loss of the inorganic l (cf. e.g. Benkő 1957: 78–79, 
95; Nyirkos 1987: 126–131). The appearance of -l-, in turn, could have taken place 
independently in both olcsó and olcsárol, or is, perhaps, a result of contamination 
between these two words, as was the case most probably in Péter Bod’s dictionary 
form 1767 (see above). The latter phenomenon was also taken into consideration 
by the authors of TESz. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the preservation of 
the ó- could have been facilitated by the stressed position.
Morphologically, such an etymology raises no doubts. We know that in the 
vast majority of cases Slavonic borrowings that entered Hungarian received the -l 
and -z derivative suffixes (termed as honosító képzők, i.e. “nativizing suffixes”), 
see e.g. TNyt (2/1: 49), TLH (2: 1139–1140). Slavonic endings such as -iti, -iti sja or 
-ovati were disjoined and replaced with the Hung. -l (i.e. the absolute word stems 
were correctly identified). The case was different with early loan verbs taken from 
Turkic and, contrary to the prevailing opinion also expressed in TLH (2: 1139), in all 
probability also from Slavonic dialects, which had entered Hungarian without 
any additional morphemes (see Róna-Tas 2010: 40–41; Zoltán 2014: 212; Németh 
2015: 37–38), like e.g. WOT *dül- > Hung. dől ‘to lean, to topple over’ (TLH 2: 1140) 
or ESlav. *styditi ‘to defame, to shame’ > Hung. szid (around 1315) ‘to reprimand’, 
see Zoltán (2014: 212). The latter example is also quoted to show a semantic par-
allel with the alleged Slavonic origin of Hung. ócsárol.
Other examples of Slavonic loanwords adopted by Hungarian without any de-
rivative suffixes include Slav. *měriti ‘to measure’ > Hung. (after 1372 / around 1448) 
mér id. (Zoltán 1999), the above mentioned ocsúdik ‘to awake, to come to, to regain 
consciousness’ (-ik is a marker of the mediopassive voice) < ESlav. *očuditi sja 
‘1. to come to, to regain consciousness; 2. to wake up’ (cf. Russ. очюдитися ~ очу-
ти тися ‘1. to come to, to regain consciousness; 2. to wake up; 3. to get somewhere’) 
(Németh 2015) and (most probably also) Hung. öblít ‘to rinse’ < Slav. *obliti ‘to pour 
something over’ (Zoltán 2005c). In the light of these three forms, i.e. mér, ocsúdik, 
and szid, it is perhaps legitimate to speculate whether ócsárván, attested ca. 1456, 
a -ván verbal adverb of the stem ócsár (or ocsár), indicates that ócsárol might have 
originally been borrowed from a Slavonic dialect without the usual -l suffix, too.28 
But we must bear in mind that Hung. ócsár is a hapax legomenon.
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The semantic shift from ‘to cast a spell’ to ‘to defame’ requires more attention, 
but there are a number of parallels that make such a change plausible, cf. such 
reflexes of PSlav. *klęti ‘put a spell on somebody or something’ as e.g. OPol. kląć 
‘1. to put a curse on somebody; to excommunicate; 2. to curse, to wish bad things 
on somebody’ (SStp. 3: 282–283), OPol. przekląć ‘to wish ill; to condemn, to insult; 
to make somebody an outlaw’ (SStp. 7: 135), ORuss. проклинати ‘to put a curse on 
somebody; to excommunicate’ (SRJaⅪ–ⅩⅦ 20: 151–152), прокляти id. (SRJaⅪ–
ⅩⅦ 20: 152); for further Slavonic examples see ÈSSJa (10: 37–39) (the word is very 
richly documented). On the Hungarian side, good examples of parallels include 
Hung. átkoz (around 1350) ‘1. to imprecate a curse on somebody; 2. to fulminate; 
3. to excommunicate; to damn’ (TESz 1: 194) and Hung. káromol (after 1372 / 
around 1448) ‘1. to blaspheme; 2. (?) to ridicule; 2. to accuse; to slander’. But, cf. also 
Eng. curse ‘1. to swear; 2. to say rude things to somebody; 3. to use a magic word 
or phrase against somebody in order to harm them’.
Finally, for semantic reasons, it is very possible that Hung. becsmérel (1746) 
‘to disparage, to defame’ and also becsméll (1650) ~ becsmél (1788) id. evolved due 
to contamination with ócsárol ~ ócsáll ~ ócsál and Hung. dial. ocsmál ~ ócsmál ~ 
ocsmárol ‘to disparage, to defame’ (Simonyi 1909: 471; MTsz 2:2; Nyirkos 1959: 489). 
The -m- in the latter three verbs, as well as ocsmár ‘hideous’ (MTsz 2:2), cannot 
be explained in any other way except as a form of contamination with ocsmány 
(1560) ‘hideous’. In light of the very late appearance of both becsmérel, becsmél 
and becsméll in Hungarian written sources, it may reasonably be doubted that -m- 
in becsméll &c. is the same inchoative -m- as in eszmél (after 1372 / around 1448) 
‘1. to reckon; 2. to regain consciousness’ (see TESz 1: 802; EWUng 337).29
28 As far as Hung. ocsár is concerned, it is attested (only) in SermDom, we should, how-
ever, take into consideration the fact that a simple phonetic process might also have 
taken place in it, i.e. e.g. *ocsárlván > ócsárván, cf. the form olcharlÿa recorded in 
the same source.
29 To be quite frank, the other example of the -mél suffix mentioned in TESz and EWUng., 
namely Hung. dial. kegymél ‘to pamper, to take care very carefully’ is far from con-
vincing: kegymél is extremely rare and is known from the dialect of the Moldavian 
Csangos (Hung. Csángó; see MTsz 1: 1085). We do not know of any historical data 
that would allow us to say that the word is not a novel form: the word is absent from 
NySz, OklSz, RMG, SzT, and is only mentioned as a parallel example for eszmél and 
becsmél in TESz and EWUng. Additionally, the origin of Hung. kegy ‘grace; favour’ 
is still unknown.
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4. If the above is true, i.e. if ócsárol is of Slavonic origin and becsmérel evolved 
under its influence, then, historically speaking, the number of Hungarian words 
containing the alleged -árol ~ -érel derivative suffix would dwindle to one, i.e. 
to fecsérel (of unclear origin), or perhaps, but less probably, two (what the base 
and origin of Hung. sikárol is remains a matter of debate).
Symbols
 ~ = alternation
 >, < = phonetic or semantic development
 →, ← = derivation
Abbreviations
a. = after; arch. = archaic; c = circa [used in TLH]; Eng. = English; EOT = East Old Turkic; 
ESlav. = East Slavonic; Hung. = Hungarian; MHung. = Middle Hungarian; OCS = Old 
Church Slavonic; OHung. = Old Hungarian; OPol. = Old Polish; ORuss. = Old Russian; 
p = post [used in TLH]; prep. = preposition; PSlav. = Proto-Slavonic; PT = Proto-Turkic; 
pers. = person; Russ. = Russian; sg. = singular; Slav. = Slavonic; SSlav. = South Slavonic; 
suff = suffix [used in TLH]; Tkc. = (General) Turkic; unorg = unorganic [used in TLH]; 
Ural. = Uralic; WOT = West Old Turkic
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